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1.This instrument is designed to measure the reflectance value/figure, chromaticity value, 
color difference value,pass/fail result,color simulation,etc with the advantage of compact 
structure, light weight, high test accuracy. and simple operation.
2.This instrument is widely used in factories, labs and on spot. It can achieve great color 
measurement result in the quality control of almost all fields.
3.Instrument warranty time starts from the purchase date. If you need any service, please 
contact local agent  to contact us.
4.To avoid damage to instrument accuracy or precision, please do not disassemble the 
instrument. Damage to the instrument caused bydisassembly or improper use is NOT 
included in the warranty.
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1.This instrument is a precision instrument and cannot withstand collisions caused by 
falling. Please place it in a flat place.
2.This instrument is not moisture proof,Please store the instrument in dry environment.
3.Instrument screen is made by glass which can be damaged by external force or sharp 
materials.
4.We recommend to use original power adaptor.
5.To ensure the machine to work properly, please do not store, or use it in places that are 
too hot or too cold; please do not put the
machine in damp environment, or directly under sunlight. Do not use it in severe 
environment such as strong shock or quake.
6.Please avoid strong electromagnetic interference in usage.
7.Please keep the instrument steady; do not shake the instrument in usage.
8.Please power off the instrument after usage and keep it into power off status if do not 
use it.
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9.Please store the instrument in a dry area.
10.Users are forbidden to clean the inner sphere by themselves.
11.Any problem, please contact with us, we will solve for you asap. Please do not 
repair it by yourself.
12.If this user manual is further updated, we are not obliged to notify. Any questions, 
please contact us directly website: www.chnspec.com

1.Conform to CIE No.15, GB/T 3978, GB 2893,GB/T 18833,ISO7724/1,DIN 5033 Teil7,-
JIS Z8722 Condition C, ASTM E1164.
2.Can test both reflectance for opaque materials and transmittance for clear and trans-
parent materials.
3.Simultaneous measurement of SCI (specular component included) and SCE (specular 
component excluded)
4.It adopts pulse xenon lamp and provides wider wavelength range.
5.Open measurement area which makes it unlimited on sample sizes.
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6.Adopt 7.0 inches touch screen, friendly operation interface.
7.U disk to transfer data and data can be viewed from PC.
8.Different parameters to choose to meet customers' different requirement.
9.Instrument comes with professional PC software to generate and manage test report.

Illumination/ Viewing System

Reflection: d/8(Diffused illumination, 8 degree viewing)
Simultaneous measurement of SCI/SCE (CIE No.15, BG/T 3978, 
GB/T 2893, GB/T 18833, ISO7724/1,DIN 5033, ASTM E1164, Teil7,
JIS Z8722 Condition C standard,ASTM-D1003-07)
Transmittance d/0(Diffused illumination, 0 degree viewing )

360-780nm
10nm
5nm
0~200%，Resolution 0.01%

152mm

Sensor
Grating Mode
Sphere Diameter
Wavelength
Wavelength Pitch
Spectral Half Bandwidth
Reflectance Range Resolution
Light Source Pulse Xenon Lamp+LED

Silicon Photodiode Array
Concave Grating
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UV Measurement

Illuminants

Display

Measurement Time SCI/SCE < 2s SCI+SCE < 4s

Auto aperture size recognitionMeasurement Aperture

Transmittance Sample Size

2° and 10°Viewing Angles

Include UV, 400nm cut, 420nm cut, 460nm cut

A,C,D50,D55,D65,D75,F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9,F10,F11,F12,CWF,
U30,DLF,NBF,TL83,TL84

Reflectance and Transmittance graph/value, color value, color difference 
values, pass/fail, color simulation, color assessment, haze, liquid chromaticity 
values, color tendency

Chinese Simplified, English, Chinese Traditional, Russian, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Japanese, Thai, Korean, German, French, Polish

Inter-Instrument Agreement

Language

)

Repeatability Spectrum Reflectance/Transmittance
(When a white calibration plate is measured 30 x at 5-second intervals
 after white calibration）
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Color Spaces

Color Difference
8GB
7 Inches Touch Screen
Andriod

Other Indices

Storage Memory
Screen Size
Operate System

Operate 
Temperature
Storage 
Temperature

Power

Accessories

-20-45 (-4-113F), relative humidity 80% (at 35 ) no condensation

5-40 (40-104F), relative humidity 80% (at 35 ) no condensation

DC stabilized power supply

Power Adaptor,USB Cable,Transmittance Fixture，USB Disk，Black Cavity，White Tile，
Green Tile,0% Calibration Cover，30mm Aperture，18 mm Aperture，11 mm Aperture，
6 mm Aperture，Support，Sample Fixture

WI(ASTM E313-00,ASTM E313-73,CIE/ISO, AATCC, Hunter, Taube Berger, Stensby)

Metamerism index milm, stain fastness, color fastness, ISO brightness, R457, A density, 
T density, E density, M Density, APHA/Pt-Co/Hazen, Gardner, Saybolt, ASTM color, Haze, 
Total Transmittance, Opacity, Color Strength

Optional 
Accessories

Transmittance Heating Fixture，Vertical Support，Pneumatic ram，Small Sample 
Fixture，Reflectance Glass Cell Support，Corrosion Resistant Support，Fiber Holder,
Film Fixture,Transmittance Fixture for Small Aperture,Trolley Case,European Standard 
Plug,American Standard Plug、Glass Cell
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RS-232、USB、USB-BInterface

Other
1. Camera to view test area clearly
2. Instrument can realize upward and downward measurement (need accessory)
3. Auto temperature and humidity compensation function

Touch Screen

Support Drawer for Accessories

Test Aperture Fixture
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Switch on-off RS-232

Power Outlet

USB-A USB-B

Screen Anti-shake Bracket

Transmittance Fixture Test Nameplate
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Top Cover Slide lock Manual Damper Bench
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Second or more time to 
start the instrument

Connect with power 
supply and switch on

Enter into guide interface 
and set the instrument 
accordingly.

Click calibrate to enter into 
calibration interface

First time to start 
the instrument

Open the software 
and login

Connect with power 
supply and switch on

Open the software 
and login
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Click measure, according to 
the reminder, click "yes" to 
enter into calibration interface

Black calibration, white calibration, green calibration or 
0% calibration, 100% calibration

After calibration, enter into measure interface

Target and Sample Test

Get test result

Save or not save the test result

Finish
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The software consists of 9 modules calibrate,measure,setting,data view,my 
color,individual center,about,daily record and update.
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Title bar from left to right are home icon,current page remind,illuminate/angle, 
SCI/SCE mode, reflectance/transmittance mode,UV condition,aperture,instrument 
temperature and instrument humidity.
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home icon
current page SCI/SCE mode reflectance/

transmittance mode
UV condition instrument temperature

aperture instrument humidityilluminate/angle
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Login in account is admin, pass word is the instrument serial number (after login, pass 
word can be revised in the individual center). If the instrument serial number is 
C81118C0128, the pass word will also be C81118C0128.

Login is divided into local login and network login. Enter the account number and 
password, the instrument will automatically identify the account type.Tick the 
remember password and it can realize automatically entered the next time.When you 
turn on the instrument next time, you will enter the software directly.
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Network login needs to connect to the network, click register, after registration is 
completed, user can use the registered account to perform login. Use the network login 
to upload the stored data to the cloud, and manage the data on the windows.
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First time login or login after factory reset, instrument will enter into guide interface, we 
can set the instrument accordingly.
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When the instrument is in reflectance mode, user need do white and black calibration 
according to the software remind. Calibration valid time, temperature and humidity can 
be set in this page.
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After black and white calibration, software will remind for Green Check.
Green Check is used for verify the test result, it can be skipped. 
Instrument software is with green tile value and user can also set the green tile value 
from green tile setting interface.
Note:Green Check need to be done under UV or UV 400 cut mode. 
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User can do 100% calibration according to the samples. If it is liquid sample,glass cell 
with distilled water for 100% calibration. If sample is solid,user need make sure nothing 
is in measurement aperture for 100% calibration. 
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In the main interface, click measure to enter into target measurement interface, after 
placed the sample, click measure on right bottom or press "test" button on instrument, 
test result will show on screen. 

There are 3 measure modes target test,sample test and other test mode (opacity, find 
similar color).
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In target test interface, click sample to enter into sample measurement interface. After 
the sample is placed on the measurement aperture, click measure on the right bottom 
or press "test" button for sample measurement.
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Instrument setting is separated into 7 parts.
1.Ref. / Trans. : User can set test mode reflectance or transmittance;
2.Test Mode : There are three choice SCI (specular component included) , SCE (specular 
component excluded) and SCI+SCE；
3.UV Setting: UV included (wavelength range 360-780nm), UV 400 cut (wavelength 
range 400-780nm), UV420 cut (wavelength range 420-780nm), UV460 cut (wavelength 
range 460-780nm)；
4.Aperture Setting: It can be set into auto recognition or customize aperture size 
(4-30mm)；
5.System Setting: User can set instrument backlight time and language；
6.Screen Rotate: Click screen rotate, screen will rotate anti-clock wise 180°；
7.Factory Reset: The software is restored to its original state；
8.Wifi setting: you can select WiFi and log in;
9.Time zone setting: time can display in different countries, time can be automatically 
synchronized after connect with network.

From setting interface, user can set test mode,parameter,tolerance,instrument display,save 
method,name rules,average test,etc. After revise, click apply.
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Parameter setting, user can set the following parameters.
1. Illuminants & Angles : User can set illuminant and angle for calculating the test result. 
The first illuminant and angle is the calculation data for all modes. The second illuminant 
is for calculating metamerism. (Note:Find similar color and my color  illuminant and angle 
is fixed D65/10°）
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2.CMC(l:c):l and c value can be set
3.CIE94:The coefficient KL,KC and KH value of Color different formula CIE91 can be set.
4.CIE94:The coefficient KL,KC and KH value of Color different formula CIE2000 can be set.
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Tolerance is for judging if the sample's color is pass or not comparing with target. When 
the difference value is larger than tolerance, it will show fail, when the difference value is 
smaller than tolerance, it will show pass.
We can choose different color difference formula and set tolerance. (CIE Lab page allow 
user to set the remind words)
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Display setting can set the content shows in measure interface. The following display can 
be set:
1.Color difference: CIE LABCH, CIE DE2000,CEI94,CMC,Hunter Lab
2.Data:It will show all parameters that the instrument can measure (expect haze and 
opacity)

4.Haze:measure the haze and total transmittance of transparent and translucent 
materials
5.Opacity:measure opacity
6.Metamerism: for measuring metamerism
7.Liquid chromaticity: Saybolt, ASTM color, Pt-Co, Gardner color
8.Find similar color: user can find similar color from "my color" 
9. Color Master Batches: color test of color master batches
10. Titanium Dioxide: color test of color master batches
11. Paste: color test of pasty materials
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1.Average setting : User can set single test or average test
2.Save Setting: User can set manual save or auto save
3.Naming Rules: User can choose the rules for naming the sample
4.Heating mold setting:User can start heating fixture and set the heating 
temperature.
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1.On the left of this page, it is the test data of target. On the right, it is the sample data 
under this target.
2.The bottom left of the page can search and sort the standards or samples according 
to the name, time or remarks.
3.After choose one of the target, we can see  the sample test result under this target 
on the right.
4.Long press the standard or sample, we can set it into target, modify, delete the 
current selection, delete all, save to my color library and export report.
5.Click one of the target, user can see the sample information under this target. User 
can search sample,save and upload the data.
6.Click parameter edit,we can choose the parameter need show on data view 
interface.
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Target List

Target search bar
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Sample List

Save and upload 
the current data
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From my color, user can see all the saved data. The data can be set into target or used 
for finding similar color.
Top of the page: User can select and modify my color library,user can drop down to select 
different libraries, or click
“Manage” to rename, delete, etc. the color library, or click “Add New” to add a color library;

data is Calculated based on D65/10° );
At the bottom of the page: User can perform data search, display, back-up (requires the 
insertion of a U disk), add a new data to the current color library, synchronize data to the 
cloud, delete data, etc.
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User can revise the account password and cancel the current account.
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User can check instrument information such as software version, instrument 
version,serial number,model,etc.
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User can see the instrument informatin of login, calibration, error,etc.
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Connect with internet, click update to update the instrument software into the 
latest.
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is qualified or not according to the tolerance.
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qualified or not according to the tolerance.
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is qualified or not according to the tolerance.
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qualified or not according to the tolerance.
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Under this interface, user can get sample Hunter L, Hunter a, Hunter b values, color 
difference value dHunter L, dHunter  a, dHunter b and dE ab comparing with the target 
and check if the sample is qualified or not according to the tolerance.
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1. Click parameter edit, we can edit the parameter.
2. Measure the target, then measure the sample to check the color difference. 
Click the data, we can choose it to edit its name, delete, etc. 
3.Click the data, we can choose it to edit its name, delete, etc. 
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the color space and color lab value will show. 
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User can measure and get sample  K/S value and K/S curve under 360-780nm 
wavelength.
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User can measure and get sample reflectance value and curve under 360-780nm 
wavelength.
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User can measure and get sample transmittance value and curve under 360-780nm 
wavelength.
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User can measure and get sample absorbance value and curve under 360-780nm 
wavelength.
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After choose haze parameter, the instrument can automatically switch into 
transmittance mode, C light source and 2 ° viewing angle.
Two steps for measuring haze:
1. Fix white tile into reflectance aperture, put sample on transmittance aperture.
2. Fix black cavity into reflectance aperture, put sample on transmittance aperture.
When enter into haze measure page, instrument will remind calibration, after calibration, 
we can measure sample. Calibration need only to be done once when the instrument is 
switched on or enter into haze measure page. 
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1. Two steps for measuring opacity : 
Measure the sample which is painted on white cardboard then measure the sample 
which is painted on black cardboard.
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The left side is the sample's color value calculated by the first illuminant and angle, and 
the right side issample's color value calculated by the second illuminant and angle. 
Metamerism is the value calculated by the same sample under two angles of the two 
lilluminants.
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1.Instrument can 
not switch on

2. Calibration Failed

Check if the instrument is connected 
with the power successfully

1.Check if white tile is on aperture for 
black calibration.
2.Check if black cavity is on aperture for 
white calibration.
3.Transmittance calibration operation is wrong.

3. Error in 
measurement results

4. Unreasonable test 
results

5.Wrong Aperture 
Recognition

Check if the tolerance setting is reasonable

1. Measuring aperture is not placed on 
instrument.
2. Aperture is placed in wrong direction.

1.Check if there is space between  instrument 
aperture and sample.
2.Check if the sample surface is with scratches.
3.Check if instrument test mode is right.

Make sure power cord interface is 
well connected

1. Make sure black cavity is used for black 
calibration and white tile is used for white 
calibration.
2.Follow the instrument instruction when do 
transmittance calibration.

Check and change tolerance setting

1. Check if the reflectance test aperture is 
placed on instrument or not.
2. Check if the direction of the reflectance test 
aperture is right or not. Try to turn it over.

1. Make sure no space between measurement 
aperture and sample.
2. Make sure the sample surface is good and 
flat.
3. Set instrument mode before measure.

Error Analysis How to Solve
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Power Adaptor USB Cable USB Disk

Black Cavity

Transmittance Fixture

0% Calibration CoverWhite Tile Green Tile
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Glass Cell

6 mm Aperture18 mm Aperture 11 mm Aperture

Support

30mm Aperture

Sample Fixture
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Transmittance Heating 
Fixture

(including control circuit)

Vertical Support Pneumatic ram
(including control circuit)

Small Sample 
Fixture

Reflectance Glass 
Cell Support

Corrosion Resistant 
Support 

(not removable)

Fiber Holder
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1.The company promises that our spectrophotometer offers one year warranty from the purchase 
date. Non-artificial damage under normal use is subjected to free warranty. The company offers repair 
services for artificial damage, or damage after the warranty period ; however, the repair services 
would require fees relative to the damage.
2.Damage occurring under third party usage would not be eligible for warranty service.
3.The company is not responsible for data loss because of error, repairing, software upgrade,or power 
outages. To prevent loss of important data, please save copies of the data on your PC.
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4.The copyright ownership of the instrument and its associated software belong to our company and is 
protected by the Copyright Laws of People’s Republic of China.
5.Our company sells the instrument does not mean we transfer the copyright, or any intellectual 
property’s ownership to the user.
6.The specifications and information in this manual are subjected to further updates without notice.


